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Barrowch AMD AM4/AM3
Color screen version of

Digital display CPU Water
Block V2 - Silver

$123.95
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Short Description

Want a unique CPU waterblock with an integrated OLED temperature readout, but don't want feel like selling
a kidney to get one? Well you're in luck because Barrowch has you and your CPU covered with this sleek
solution! Designed for AMD consumer and workstation platform this block will work with AM3 and AM4
socket CPUs.

Description

Want a unique CPU waterblock with an integrated OLED temperature readout, but don't want feel like selling
a kidney to get one? Well you're in luck because Barrowch has you and your CPU covered with this sleek
solution! Designed for AMD consumer and workstation platform this block will work with AM3 and AM4
socket CPUs. With 0.4mm micro-fins and copper heat-plate you get thermal dissipation not typically found in
this price range. Barrowch could have stopped there, but they insisted on giving you all the modern
conveniences of fully customizable RGB that can be synced with your ASUS, MSI, Gigabyte and ASRock
motherboards (adapter cables sold separately). The OLED power is provided via a standard 3-pin fan
connector and the temperature readout is achieved via a thermal probe built into the block. All mounting
hardware is included so you have everything you need to get up and running.

Features
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Specifications
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Additional Information

Brand Barrowch

SKU FBLTFHA-04N-V2-SL

Weight 2.5000

Color Clear

CPU Series AMD/AM2/AM3/AM3/AM4/RYZEN

Block CPU Type AMD

Block Style Nickel-Plexi

Vendor SKU/EAN 6937826662362


